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Purpose
This note provides a quick overview of how a Schedule of Activities (SoA) and an electronic Case Report Form (eCRF) can be generated from data contained within an instance of the DDF Unified Study Definitions Model (USDM).

This note is based on some early prototyping work undertaken using a logical representation of the USDM placed into a property graph representation and populated with the data for a single study design. This work can be found in Github at https://github.com/data4knowledge/ddf

Model Extract
The following figure extracts the main classes involved in the processing necessary to generate a SoA or a CRF. The figure is a logical representation and has been simplified so as to show the relevant classes and for the purposes of illustration with the section classes and the many-to-many tables removed. The USDM UML model should be referenced as the normative artefact.

Figure 1 – Simplified USDM
## Schedule of Activities

For the schedule of activities, the need is to assemble the study epochs and associated visits (encounters) for the columns and the activities for the rows. This is achieved by navigating the model gathering the required data. The links between visits (encounters) and activities are then determined by the linking provided by the workflow items.

The output of the SoA from the prototyping work is shown below.

![Schedule of Activities Table](image)
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**Figure 2:** Schedule of Activities
ODM and eCRF

To generate an ODM and then visualize with a XSLT stylesheet follows the same process as followed as for the SOA. The processing goes one step further down the model to the study data items to get to the `ecrf_link` attribute that may contain a link to a resource that can be used to access the resource that represents the activity.

For the prototype/demonstration code a simple approach was taken:

1. If the `ecrf_link` was empty, a local library of ODM files (a directory of ODM files) was accessed and a simple name match search performed. If a form match (first match) was found, that form was extracted and used to build the study CRF.
2. If the `ecrf_link` was populated it was assumed to point to either an ODM form (XML) or a BC definition (YAML). The ODM form is used as is (first form) or the BC was translated into a simple ODM form using the CDISC Library to build the required terminology.
3. If no match or link was found a blank ODM form was added to the study CRF.

The various ODM forms were then built into one single study ODM file and passed through the stylesheet to render into a human readable form.

The figure below shows the CDISC eCRF Portal Demographics form visualized within the CRF produced.
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